Summer News from Hintlesham and Chattisham C of E Primary School
Community
This term we have continued to re-establish our strong links
with the community while remaining Covid secure. We found
out that the ladies in the village were coming together to celebrate Suffolk Day and so we made Suffolk Day poem mats for
them and bunting to hang to enhance their celebrations.

NSPCC Number Day
We have been taken part in the NSPCC Number Day
across all classes in school this term. This has meant
that all children have taken part in a range of Maths
based activities including cross class challenges on
Times Tables rock Stars and a Buddy’s Key Challenge, Number investigations and activities. Everyone has had a super day while demonstrating focus
and a determination to do the very best they could
for their class team.

Sports and Wellbeing Week
Well what a super week! The children all enjoyed their sports mornings, an archery lesson, a
fruit pastel challenge, writing kindness messages, learning the Makaton for The Fight Song as
well as their ‘Your Needs Met’ session with
Suffolk Minds. They certainly packed a lot in.

Curriculum Impact and Excitement
This term we have spent some time covering revised areas of the
curriculum that were introduced into our two year rolling programme as part of our ongoing improvements. These have proven a
resounding success with children excited about learning new skills
and processes and being able to produce finished articles that
demonstrate their learning.
Some classes have been following the Design, Make and Evaluate
process in DT using their new technical skills which in class 4 involved sawing and a range of joining skills. Our new curriculum is
planned to ensure that moving forwards these DT skills will begin in
EYFS and will ensure progression through the year groups.

Spirited Arts Week
To enhance our RE curriculum each year as a
school we like to take part in a ‘Spirited Arts
Week’ . This year the children looked at the
theme of “We have far more in common with
each other than that which divides us.” This is
a quote from Jo Cox MP and was arranged
through the Jo Cox Foundation.
This theme is about the question: Are we one
human race, despite our differences and divisions? We are all different, and all religions are
different – but are we all the same too? Can
we all be united? What holds humanity together? Is it faith? Hope? Love? Music? What
threatens to tear us apart? How can we overcome the divisions that affect us?
Each class chose to interpret their responses in
different ways and through a range of media.
We have a display from each class in school to
celebrate this work.

